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THE DATASET

For testing splitting algorithms

- 2,733 identifiers
- from C, C++, and Java
- 8,522 human splitting judgements
CREATING THE DATASET

- Randomly select identifiers
- Gathering splitting judgements
- Curating the data
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Also collected annotator experience
Desire a single split to facilitate comparisons among splitting algorithms

What to do with identifiers split multiple ways?

Confidence weighted majority score

- Each annotator's vote weighted by confidence

Gold set contains 2,663 identifiers
LESSONS LEARNED

- Pros and cons of random sampling
- Facilitating annotations
- Annotator Confidence
- Establishing canonical splits
SUMMARY

- 2,663 Identifier Gold Set
  - Aimed at comparing the splitting algorithms
- 2,733 Identifier Raw Set with 8,522 Judgements
  - Enables investigation of other subsets